













































































































































































































































Note. SDs are shown in parenthesis. Groups 1, 2, and 3 refer to separate groups of participants.
RT = response times.
Table 1. Response times, accuracy, and drift rates averaged across participants
   Low Anx  High Anx
Lexical
Decision Accuracy
   Mean
correct RT
    Drift
    Rates Accuracy
   Mean
correct RT
    Drift
    Rates
Group 1
 Threat .924 (.03)   654 (232) .277 (.10)  .935 (.03)   675 (240) .331 (.10)
 Nonthreat .911 (.03)   673 (258) .254 (.08)  .908 (.04)   699 (280) .267 (.07)
Group 2
 Threat  .891 (.03)   693 (268) .262 (.08)  .915 (.03)   691 (261) .259 (.08)
 Nonthreat  .886 (.04)   700 (274) .263 (.08)  .900 (.03)   711 (280) .225 (.06)
Group 3
 Threat .946 (.03) 681 (240) .309 (.11) .925 (.04) 678 (240) .324 (.10)




 Threat .744 (.09) 721 (257) .164 (.07) .770 (.08) 740 (243) .137 (.12)
 Nonthreat .742 (.08) 696 (197) .165 (.07) .812 (.07) 718 (234) .213 (.13)
Unstudied
 Threat .729 (.09) 791 (275) .158 (.12) .757 (.07) 833 (296) .199 (.08)
 Nonthreat .722 (.10) 776 (233) .176 (.13) .728 (.09) 805 (270 .158 (.10)
Note. SDs are shown in parenthesis.  Groups 1, 2, and 3 refer to separate groups of participants
for the lexical decision task.  For the recognition memory task, threat and nonthreat words were
presented as studied for one group, and unstudied for another.  Response bias is calculated as the
starting point divided by boundary separation.  Values of bias less than .5 indicate a bias towards
the word response in lexical decision and the old (studied) response in recognition memory.
Table 2. Decision components from the diffusion model averaged across subjects
Lexical
Decision
   Boundary
  Separation
  Nondecision
       Time
   Response
       Bias
Group 1
     Low Anxiety       .137 (.02)       .437 (.04)       .501 (.02)
     High Anxiety       .148 (.02)       .448 (.04)       .500 (.01)
Group 2
     Low Anxiety       .137 (.03)       .444 (.03)       .507 (.03)
    High Anxiety       .140 (.03)       .442 (.04)       .468(.04)
Group 3
     Low Anxiety       .131 (.02)       .446 (.04)       .504 (.02)




     Low Anxiety       .125 (.03)       .513 (.06)       .482 (.02)
     High Anxiety       .127 (.02)       .515 (.04)       .465 (.03)
Group 2 (unstudied)
     Low Anxiety       .125 (.03)       .521 (.05)       .467 (.02)
     High Anxiety       .136 (.03)       .540 (.05)       .455 (.02)
